
M Sai Vamshi Anirudh
Full Stack Developer

Well-qualified Full Stack Developer familiar with a wide range of programming utilities and languages.
Knowledgeable of backend and frontend development requirements. Able to handle any part of the process with
ease and dedication. Collaborative team player with excellent technical abilities offering 2+ years of related
experience.

saivamshianirudh136@gmail.com 07411949801

Bangalore, India portfolio-vamshi-app.netlify.app/

linkedin.com/in/saivamshi-anirudh-56a49116b github.com/vamshisai98

WORK EXPERIENCE

Software Engineer
Big Binary
03/2021 - Present, Bangalore

Developed responsive web applications using Reactjs and context

Created pixel perfect UI for client projects based on UI design
provided from scratch with API integrations.

Software Engineer
TURBOMODUS PRIVATE LIMITED
05/2020 - 02/2021, Hyderabad

Designed and implemented web applications in ReactJS that
involved creating user interface for respective dashboards

Created features to enhance the user experience while ensuring
the web design is optimised for smartphones

Managed with cross functional teams to ensure that the client
projects were delivered on time

FrontEnd Developer
ROBERT BOSCH ENGINEERING AND BUSINESS
SOLUTION
07/2019 - 05/2020, Bangalore

Developed and took ownership of responsive interactive Angular
Desktop/ mobile app for “Connected Water” a state- of-the-art
application to track consumption of water in households.

Implemented and developed D3 graphs and Node.js services used
in Real Time Monitoring for Phantom application. Unit testing
implementation in the UI using Karma, Jasmine.

Research and Developer Intern
ROBERT BOSCH ENGINEERING AND BUSINESS
SOLUTION
04/2019 - 07/2019, 

Establishing connection between Bosch IOT HUB and Raspberry PI
using Bosch IOT suite service, Eclipse VORTO and Eclipse Ditto

EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Engineering
SJB Institute Of Technology
08/2015 - 08/2019, 

Computer Science and
Engineering

SKILLS

Html CSS Bootstrap Javascript Angular

React Node Tailwind Mongo DB Git

PERSONAL PROJECTS

Space X application (2/2021)
React application that is integrated with spaceX api containing list of
spacecrafts that is available based on launch type which can be filtered and
saved data in url while refreshing.

Github Finder (1/2021)
React application that helps to find GitHub users and displays user profile on
dashboard

Movie Booking application (1/2021)
MERN Stack application developed to book movies in theaters based on the
show times and seat availability

Party Reservation application (12/2020)
MERN application developed to maintain a record of guests attending the
party with additional preference details

Advanced Login System (11/2020)
Full stack application that allows the user to register, sign in and also reset
the password via email verification

URL Shortner (10/2020)
Full stack application that allows the user to shorten their complex big url to
small url link

Portfolio Template (11/2020)
Full Stack application that allows user to generate a template based on user
details

Hacker News (07/2020)
Angular Application developed to read and display daily news fetched from
Newspaper API

CERTIFICATES

Full Stack Development (MERN) (10/2020 - 02/2021)
Underwent an intense training on full stack web development with a number of
projects and hands-on experience with each and every technology involved.

LANGUAGES
English
Full Professional Proficiency

Telugu
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

Kannada
Full Professional Proficiency

Hindi
Professional Working Proficiency

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

6.5CGPA
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